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Dear Ms. Harris:
Hawai'i stream Assessment
'!he Hawai' i stream Assessment Educational summary provides an ovez:view
of the state of Hawai' i 's riparian and in-stream resources baserl on
infomation provided in the Hawai' i stream Assessment.
'!he Envirornnental center has reviewed this doetnnent with the assistance
of Charles Iamoureux, Lyon A:I::boretum; David Penn, Geography; Doak Cox
(Emeritus) and Alex Buttaro of the Environmental center.
Title Page
''Riparian Resources" within the context of the Hawai' i stream Assessment
(HSA) refers only to areas adjoi.ni.rg streams, not to instream resources.
Perhaps the title should be changerl to reflect the fact this document also
contains infomation pertaining to i.nstxeam resources.
Presez:vinq Hawaii's streams
We suggest that the statement "Freshwater can be a precious resource,"
be changerl to "Freshwater is a precious resource" (page 4), as it is a more
accurate statement of fact.
'!he statement, ''Hawaii's freshwater comes from undergroun:i sources and
rainfall, both of which feen the state's 376 perennial streams" (page 4)
could be more accurately stated, "Freshwater ultiJnately is deriverl from
rainfall. Rainfall recharges underground sources and runs off into surface
channels, both of which feen streams."
'!he statement, "Many of Hawaii's stream zones also encompass historic
sites" (page 4) seems more lllnited than may be appropriate. our reviewers
suggest that all of Hawai' i' s stream zones enmmpass historic sites, and
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that many streams hold great cultural importance today due to their
association with these sites, with historical personages and events, with
family lineages, and with spiritual consciousness and practice.
Pathways of water
'!he statement that " ••. the air cools and rain falls - up to 50 feet
(ck) of rain per year" (page 7) is misleading as it reflects the near
maxi.nuJm recorded annual rainfall. 'lhe actual rainfall averages almost 40
inches per year.
'!he last sentence in the second paragraph of page 7 states, "Without
this regulation of precipitation, many streams would not flow year-round."
'!his may be an over-generalization which greatly depends upon site-specific
geahydrological and edaphic characteristics. In many cases in the tropics,
this type of "cammon knowledge" has not been supported by detailed studies
of forest watershed hydrology.
'!he second sentence of the second paragraph on page 7, " •••where streams
wander through the evergreen woodlarXls••• ," seems to inply incorrectly that
evergreen trees make up ImlCh of the woodland areas in the coastal plains.
'!he Fish that Climbs Waterfall
Addressin;1 the first sentence of the first paragraph (page 8), we note
that only certain Hawaiian gobies are perfect examples of species
adaptation.
'Ihe first sentence of the second paragraph (page 8) should read, "'lhese
gOOies, called o'qpu in Hawaiian, lay eggs in fresh water."
sentence two of the fourth paragraph should read " •••preserving species
of 0'cpu and other rare fresh. water-depen:ient species•••• "
'!his section omitted a very important and pertinent point. All native
freshwater fish, snails, and shrinp have marine 1aJ:Va1 stages. ~
i.nterrupti.on in the continuity of a stream's course to the sea guarantees
loss of this type of stream life.
Centuries of Human Use
'!he statement that " •••Polynesians had already alteredjhamessed (??) the
streams of the archipelago" is inacura.te. '!he Hawaiians altered many, but
not all of the streams as suggested.
sentence two of the first paragraph is not true. Hawaiians irrigated
and released the water to sea without channelization. Also, in same ways,
their needs and methods were not radically different from those of the
EuraAmerican settlers that followed them.
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Polynesian Irrigation $yStems
'!he first sentence of paragraph two (page 9) is confusing because the
Big Island and oahu are two different islands. It is difficult to say which
island was first "developed." It is safe to say that Polynesian voyagers
first settled in coastal areas near both marine and fresh water resources,
and gradually noved inland and upland from there, developing irrigation
systems as they went.
Polynesian agriculture and associated irrigation systems resulted
in significant soil erosion within oahu's watersheds over 1500
years ago. Back then, erosion triggered by the clearing of
primeval forests eventually filled in a big marsh called Kawainui"
(paragraph 2, page 9).
'!he foregoing quotation is weakly supported by physical and historical
evidence, and may be true only in isolated areas, perl1aps including Kawainui
Marsh. Nevertheless, this analysis is still somewhat d.isputedjunproven.
Additionally, there was actually little in the way of fonnal irrigation
systems 1500 years ago.
our reviewers note that contral.'y to the last sentence of paragraph four
(page 9), Hawaiians were not the only people in oceania to prac-..ice
aquaculture. Aki. Sinoto's work on Huahine provides evidence that others in
oceania practiced aquaculture.
Modem Agriculture
We note that the Kohala Ditch was CXJl'lPleted on Hawai' i, not Kauai (200
sentence, paragraph 1, page 10). Also, the major islands of Niihau,
Kaho'olawe, and Ianai may not have had water diversion systems by the 1920s.
'!he statement that 0' ahu has the largest water system is misleading and
possible incorrect. It is our Ul'lderstan:lln that other systems deliver
larger volumes of water deperxting on the measurement referent chosen.
'!he tam used in the last sentence of paragraph two (page 10) "cattle
plantations," seems lmCOllVentional, and might more appropriately be termed
cattle ranches.
Harnessing streams for Power
JIhi.s last sentence in this section mentions ''plans underway for eight
additional projects" (page 10). we are only aware of two plarmed hydropower
projects at the mment that utilize stream water, although there are
probably more. other plarmed projects involved pumped storage of extracted
groundwater and seawater.
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Taro
Taro can be better described as a conn-bearing or tuberous plant with
heart-shaped leaves, rather than " •••a tuber plant with a fleshy stem and
shield-shaped leaves" (paragraph 1, sentence 1, page 12).
Sentence two of paragraph one (page 12) should read "Hawaiians pound its
conn (root) into poi (their primary food starch), and use all the plant
parts for various nutritional, medicinal, spiritual, and material pw:poses."
A Hawaiian undergrourxi oven is called an Inn.1 (sentence 2, paragraph 1,
page 12).
We suggest that the first sentence of the second paragraph (page 12) be
written as follows; "Farly Polynesians converted wetlands at stream mouths
to taro 10' i (pondfields), and created new 10' i in coastal and upland
valleys with water diverted from streams•••• "
'Ihe first sentence of the thiJ::d paragraph (page 12) should be written
"Taro fanning has changed since early times, but the plant remains•••• "
last of the Hawaiian nIcks
sentence 3, paragraph 3, page 13, may incorrectly label the mongoose as
the mst .ilrportant predator of the koloa. What is the evidence for this
assertion?
'Ihe last sentence of paragraph 3, page 13, oversimplifies the mongoose
problem. 'Ihe m:mqoose is responsible for killing same rats although their
costs appear to outweighed their benefits.
Dams and Diversions
our reviewers were l.lI'lSUl:'e what was meant by the statement, ''While
diversions lower down may lessen impacts on flCM•••• " (paragraph 2,
sentence 3, page 15).
Channelization
'lhi.s section should state that breaks in streams result in a loss of
native organisms as access to the sea is removed.
I.arrl Develgpment
'Ihe first sentence of the first paragraph (page 16) describes "a process
that breaks down many pollutants." We found this statement to be vague.
'Ihe last sentence of this section should be rewritten to read, "'Ihe
polluted water :runs off into Hawai' i 's streams or into wastewater systems."
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Animal Husbandry
'lhi.s section should also mention the water quality impacts of feral
animals (elevated bacterial am nutrient levels, diseases).
Recreation
Discussion of streams as "dumping grounds" should also mention the
dangers of Clunping non-native organisms in streams.
Aquatic Resources
our reviewers suggest that the last sentence in this section be written
as, "A snail species, the hihiwai (Neritina granulosa) was also sampled"
(page 20).
Evaluating stream Resources
'lhi.s section should note that evaluations focused priJnarily on aquatic
and. recreational resources, since data were roost readily available for these
categories. Riparian resources and. cultural resources, in particular, were
much less rigorously evaluated, while they are probably of equal importance..
Next Steps
We note that the "conservation bias" and. recc:mnnen:1ations of the draft
HSA were considerably watered down in the final :report. F\1rth.ennore, very
little action has been taken towards adopting and. inplementing the final HSA
recommendations. Finally, assessments (especially of low-ranking streams)
are routinely presented to the Water CcmDni ssion during decision-making with
little regard for the caveats that accompany them in the :report.
on stream Visits
We suggest that the follCMi.n;;J statement be added to this section: "Make
sure your shoes, clothes, and. other gear aren't carryi.n; any seeds or spores
of non-native vegetation. Don't release any fish or other organisms into
streams. "
In Your COImnunity
Please include the Native Hawaiian Advisory Council and. the local branch
of American Rivers in the list of nonprofit organizations working on stream
issues.
Envi.ronment:al center summary on the Adequacy and. Appropriateness
Because this document will probably be roost extensively used by
residents of Hawai' i, correct prornmciations should be erg;masized through
the proper positioning of glottal stops in applicable Hawaiian words.
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'!he ovaview successfully covers some of the major points and will
benefit from a general clean-up of facts and terminology. In preparing it
for a national audience, perhaps more emphasis should be placed upon the
relationships between Hawaiian streams and other unique and valuable
features of our physical and cultural envirornnents, particularly endangered
plants, animals, and cultural practices.
'!he ovaview does not place enough. emphasis on the structure and
operation of the inventory and database of stream resources. '!he
development and dissemination of this database is the pri1naJ:y tool of the
HSA program and holds the greatest educational potential. Assessment of
resources contained in the database is hampered by incomplete information
and inadequate understanding and application of assessment methodologies.
FUrther development of both the database and the assessments should parallel
the use of the assessments in decisiornnaking and in developing stream
protection and management programs and policies.
Dr. cox's review of the draft was sufficiently comprehensive and
self-contained that we have appended it to our review in its entirety. We
also have enclosed copies of additional materials he provided for your use
in updating the draft.
We hope our comments are helpful. If you have any questions, please
call me at 956-3968.
~
~"'uu T. Harrison, Ph.D.
Environmental coordinator
Enclosures
00: Reger Fuj ioka
Charles I.amoureux
Doak COX
David Penn
Alex Buttaro
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I found tne ta~~ 0': revl~wlng tnls ~Dcument more !~n9ln~ and dl~cDuraQlng
thdn 1 antlclpated. !t wa; clearlv net preoared bv the paJ-tlcloant; in tne
Hawall Stre~m ~ise:5m~nt project but b~ 5Drneone whO seems Lo haye no
:amilliirlt~ 3t all with Hawaiian strea~i or. lnaeed. ~ven with the HciWciild~
l;!ands.
After an InitIal review it occurred to me that wnoever revIses the
document ~av possibiv find oertlnent intormatlon In the paoer on "Water
develoom9nt for Hawaiian sugar cane IrrigatIon" of wnlen a COPy JS enclosed.
Although I ~Jt"ate It nearl'! 4~ 'lear" allO and it·s emohasis 'llas on water
J~v~JDoIDent. I thlnk Its treatment oi HawaIian hYdrolooy IS st]~l vaJic.
You indicated that the NPS has asked you to resoond Quicklv to their
request for a revIew o~ the docu~ent. Rather than lncoroorate ~v com~ents
with those of others~ YOU may find it easier slmplv to transmit a COPy of thiS
note to yeu with whateyer other review YOU are sendlng them. I have no
obJection to your doinq so.
For the most oart I have not botnered to call to attentlon proolems wltn
grammar or pnrasinq. but the oocument would benefit bi eoitlng to remedY
those. [did not bother to cneCk most of the numerIcal or other Jnforrnatlon
ITlarked Ie!:).
fo sneeo matters, I am sJmoiy keYing bv page numoer ind aloha the
detailed comments below to the statements to which they relate in tne COPy 0,
the document that 1 am returnlno to 10U.
Introduction
4.a. "Underground sources" and "raIntall ll al-e not dJstlnct tr-!,~sn~li:lter ,"Durces.
Raintall is oS du-ect ':Source onh in the case Dt ralncatch, winch is iUlpol-tant
ln som~ areas. but of very sliQht lffioortance in general. fhe Imoortant direct
sources of freshwater are groundwater and streams. both ot Which derive the
water from rainfall. There are flows between arounoHater bodies and streams
In both directions. Serings representinc groundwater dlacharge orovid~ tne
IOci.lJr co,";:rlout!on to t.le I3r',-weather nOI~ of o::rennIai 5tre~l~s. 30me of the
recharge ot groundwater dQulfers IS derived tram stre~ms.
'+.!J. l)escr1b1f:u t~le bGundc.j"l~: oJ tn'~ 'iiJ_~Q..!!.;;'.i? as "fn:::l'1 rlOCE- t·.) rideE-o seems
~lsle3dlnQ to ille. ~t Je~st In tne .ountiilnCJS ir~~i. tne uounoarie6 generaJl i
t 0 d c' I,. eat Ii e d .. a. i Ii a IJ e Li 1 vl a ,.,. " •
, • '" • rh l? ::: L'l ,- f i: . l 9 I.l r i: \:) liHI In) i s n:;' :ii' t "I e .1: a;; I .'ri.! m r ec c r d cd ~ n nu a j :" <I .I n f ali
a t ~.j a i a1 ? a ! e i I': s '..! ali . The IT: E' :inan 11 U a 1 at tJi 6:, a. ! e ale 1':' 1 belle '.! c= =010 e t n 1 Il u
i) Eo '.: ;H~ e n ·15 ~ ~ noS!i.J iii ·j:1. :: I t I n'j :: he ,,'I.:: Ii 1 illl!.~ a IHl :J ;; i at t i\ ~ :H: i, i~:l :; '.: ~ i: :'1 tlD:l .I S
:iI1Sled..:ilna. r;,ere :1,'2 o ... rts Ot ti'l;:' l=lal1~::. t.lat ars- Li~set't ~".Lh le::. thaI'. 1;:'
i n i ., ear a v era u e r b e.i i eve. ;:; n 0 ~ ti ~ =. '.' ef' .:. u t.1 !,:; \j ~ ,.. a j 1 :t:; :: en11 e t n l n q ~ j t< ~ ::~ ~ J n ...... Y' •
'7. b.
;- • C • H0 t-l C a11 j t be;; i:il d t hat In 0 s.. C I: I: h ~2 ::!~ tOO 2 :: ,II S ,'~ 0 r i nII ,: r .J tf! t r:!? :=:s r t r:
5!iH10-800!a ft. above ;;.1; when 100H if the ,f,c,untalli toPlO. rii'e le3E. thaI': or' not.
.ouch ,Tlore than 5t1iiiJ +e!::t i::lJCH: 31. 1 l~lJuld ... Ui:SS that mCit. Or the ,;,ike"Tt?,j
streams were TE'd bv sorlnU5 dt ~levatlons oi 3~~@ feet or less. So~e of the
diki iorlnQ5 are 10 rela'.:~v~jv dry dr~a~. al~noUQh reDresentino th~ d15ChafQe
o t 9r 0 un(j I~ at:? t- i" echi'. r qe ~ i 11 h 1 9h- (' a I n t .i i 1 do r e 0\ s). and tile '.j do r i: t VOl C a 11 '.j 1 n
veri iteeO-Slded tallevs wnQ~t? Vl?Detat1cn Ii not well descr10ed as
"rainforest". Tnere ... re iOffit? alke SOrinG; ana oerched-water iorlnCi at hlQher
;!12'iistions. :'he oerennl::d st:'eams teO tv mountain bOOi do not "StHlnt) irD:lI
the ear t h i, •
7.d. lhe resuJ: DT ImDlnUffient of c1Jud oartJc]es on vegetatIon I+og drip)
contrIbutes to total oreClpltdt1on in so~e areas~ but perhaps significant!.
Qnl~ on rldoe lODi. Ihe te~porarv holdlng of precIpltat10n in the vegetative
canopy is 0+ Slight siqnlficance compared with the retardation ot runoff bv
the vegetatIon and the retardation of deep IntlJtrdtion by th~ sOll. fhe
effects of the veqet~tion cannot approorlatelw be referred to as "filtratlonU~
and "rainforest" may w~jl Q1ve a false Iffipre;Slon to most readers.
7.~ The descriotion of valleys .is Cdn~ons m.uka and Widened vallevs makai
seems mlslead1n~. A itream yallev head1ng In a Dign rainfall area ana
e~tendlna throuoh a dr~ area towaro the sea 1S tvoicailv stE'ep V-shaped in the
headwater area oecomlng a ~ear-v~rtlcal-cjlff-waJled canyon dDwnstream.
Valleys cn 1slands where tnere hdS been conslderable sUb~erQence are
tlat-floorea lf1Jjed with aj!uvlum and perhaos oost-erosional YOICanICS} and
they are likely to emerge on coastai plalns. Most at the vegetatIon on the
coastal pla1ns cannot be character1zed as "woodlands". and almost all 1S
deciouous. not eyerqreen.
7.f. Host ~treams have tr1butarles. not JUSt some. Man v 1n dry areas
disaopear. The diversions of many streams are only oarti~l diversions. There
are few diverslons for olneaoule 1rrlqatlon, anD not many for municipal SUOD!v
except on Kau~i and parts of Maui.
7.g. Although there were saline marsnes on the Kekaha-Mana coastal oJain of
Kauai. at Kealia Pond on Maui. and perhaos at Kawainui on Oahu. many of the
nearshore marshes were Essentially fresh. Hixlnq Hith salt water dOES. o~
CD~rse. occur in estu~ries (both riYerm~uth anQ drowned-vallev e~~uariesl.
,
"
Nat jU3t a lew !tre.ms olunoe atf 0: clifls ,or at least na~e nc estuarieSI.
but 3 "nola lot. ~5Declaj.v on tn~ ~IJD-Ha.akua coast ni Hawaii.
7.n. It 1~ aUlt2 m15le~dlna to say tnat streams tlcw thrcugh ia~a tJO~! anc
arteslan ca~erns. Lava tub~s. ~nere wlthln onreatlc ~on~s ,belOw t~e
watertable! aD ierve as aroundwater cnannelwavs. However. because the lala
tubes cnaracter1Sl1callv naY~ sloDes ~ucn iteeoer than the aroundwatir
tlcwlines. these channalwavs are characteri3ticallv not continuous DvEt 1009
distances. Localij thera ma~ be straacs that enter lava tuoes. and sorlnc~
that emerQ~ trom la.~ tubes. but I can t recall a Elnaie examole ar a str~aRi
enter1no a lava tube ~nD ~kl Clno rrc~ tne t~be lc~er dD~n. ~heth~( the
qrDunuwat~r \3 arte~laG or net has nDtn1no to do with ia~a ~ubes Dr otn21
caverns.
7.1. I iuooose what IS meant 15 that over 3 third of the streams that have
perenn1al reaches do not rlow continuousi. from the mountalns to tile s~a.
7.j. Wouldn't it be more correct to attflbute toe lack of e~tenSile river
SV5t~mS 1n Hawaii to the ~Ize 0+ the lslands r~ther tilan their aeDloolc ~outh~
7.k. Ih~ lntluence of the streams on Jandscaoe can oe descr1bed only as
modifVlna the Influence of the volcanoes. The decree at moaif1catlon varIes
Qreatlv from volcaniC mOUntaIn to volcan1c mountain. belng ler} negliQloJe on
Kilauea and Hualalai: slight on MaUlla Loa. Mauna Kea. KahoOl.we and LanaI:
moderate on Kohala. HaJeakala. and Nilnau, greater on West MaUl and Koolau.
ano greatest on Waianae and Kauai. The last sentence of the paragraph 1S
aWk~arrl at best.
a.a. Mavbe verv steeo, but generallv not ~ertlcaJ.
9.a. "Diverted the waters of many of" vs "alteredfharnessed"?
9.b. The Big Island is Hawa1i. not Oahu. It is reasonable that. as so~e
archaeologists believe! the initial Polynesian settlement ~as on Hawaii, but
this cannot be certaIn.
9.c. I don't see how the Polvneslan lrrlgation systems can be thougnt
resoonsible for signlficant soil erosion. and r don't believe that Polynesian
agriculture can be thought resoons1ole e1ther. The Hawaiians did, or course,
derive timber from the ~orests. both large trees tor canoes and smaller ones
for nouse timbers. HOHever. their forestrY practices did not aoproacn
clear-cutt1ng except. perhaps during the period of the sandalwood trade in the
latest 17~~'s and earlY 1800's. ErOSion and sedimentation are. of course
natural processes; a time 1500 vears ago was either before or just after the
first arrival of the Hawa1ians; I recognlze that 1t is thought that there mav
have been considerable change in the Kawa1nui Marsh area since the Hawaiians
arrived. However to attribute the marsh to the clearing of forests bv the
Hawaiians seems to me a gross exaggeratIon.
9.d. I am unfa~lliar with whatever study was responslole for the claim that
there was a significant change in Hawaiian irrigation practice about 1100 vs a
gradual increase in the e~tent of irriqation and water development, but do not
dispute the claim. To say that the Hawaiian ditches were "limited to single
watershEds~ is, 1 tnink, roi3~eading. Verv few extended from one major vaileY
to another. although I have heard that one led out of Fololu valley (Hawai1:
hlQh UD. However many led from one rrlbutarv valley to the adJ~cent tributar',
valJe1 ar e~en beyonD.
:; . e. i h E! i: am 0 a r 1 son 0 T ': heta r;:, p .. t i: Ill? S l:;) ,i q I ant s t ::. I r!: a:; e s'· :; e \:; in :;
ffilsleaOlno except tn a tew v~rv steeo v=lle~s. tor examole Nualclo on Kaual.
9.f. It IS i:ertalnlv mlslead~no to claim tnat every maJor marsn and estuar~
was turnea bv the HawaiIans Into a tlshoond. There ~av have been fishoonds In
the KawaI nUl mar:;n. out th2 marsh as a Nnole was not a iishoond. delther H~re
the ~ekaha-Mana marshes on Kaual. None of the hluh-leve! bogs Mere tDuchec.
Sam~ estuarIes were converten tD i15noondS. tne Drln~l~aJ 2~amDle ~el'U t~e
~uaaa fond on Gan~. Portlcns ot otnars ai~o Here converted. ior examcle s~all
parts of K~n90he Bav Ian estuarIne laqcon). the Menenune Fishpond on ~ulela
Stream. Kaual. but In aeneral the conversion was limIted to onl~ small carts.
Manv ~isnponos were treat~d on r&efs and not In estuar~es. oartlcularly on toe
sDuth coast of Molohal.
~.Q. A major Increase In water d~YerSl00 cannot aooroprlately said to beQln
~~ith the arrival of the ITIlssionaries ill 1820~ and tnat date nas no
i~qnificance with rescect to non-rlawallan planters. fhe 3S50CJatlon of tne
beginning of the increase ~~th the construction of the Rice ditch on ~aual IS
legItimate. lThe translation of the ten ~iJe length of that dItch to 52.~0~
feet adds nothlnai. That uitCh~ however. dId not move water tram one major
watershed to another, and It certainly dId not move water From a ~et area to a
drv one.
10.a. The Kohala Ditch i~ on HawaiI. not Kaual. and although the ~onala Ditch
itself mav have been comDleted in 19@6. a later headward extension was not
constructed untIl much later.
l~.b. On what basis i~ the IDaJor o~tch ivstem on Oahu \Waiahole systemJ
considered larger than the East MaUl svstem? Certainly not peak capacitv nor
number of intakes. nor. I thInk, mean flow totalled for all dItches in the
system, although possibly the mean flow per single ditCh.
10.c. Most of the diversion structures are low diverSIon dams or weirs, a
few are high aa~s as at the Wahiawa reservoir on Oahu and the Alexanoer
reservoir on Kaual. But the water can t be said to be diverted tnrough a welr
dS it can be said to be transported through a ditch, tunnel~ or flume. Most
of the weirs are. In fact. concrete or cemented rubble, ~nd not cement. it 15
sugar irrigation that was responsible tor most of the diverSIon, ~lthough some
water diverted originally ior sugar has been used sUbseouently for plneaople.
Diversions for cattle are few and s~all scale. DIverSIons for municipal
supplY are ~ore important. espeCIallY on Kaua~.
10.d. The Wainiha powerplant (Kauail was constructed~I think~ in 1906. which
~s conslderablv more than 50 veers ago. Eyen the hvdroolants constructed
primarily to provide power to sugar olantations feea power also to Dublic
utilities.
10.e. Althouqh there may Drel~minarv plans for as many as 8 new nvdropower
developments. [ believe that few of the~ are much pdSt the proposal stage.
Except possibly for one at Hilo, I knOH of none under construction.
i~.L The nlltl,li :;2n:enC9 on \'lood control mal SU:Hlest to mainlander5 the
existence 01 floOd control orOJects much creater tnan most in Hawaii. Most of
the town of Hanapeoe \hiU31J J5 on a tl00uoJiIn and l~ nOH crotected OY
ievees. Parts Ot several towns or cltle~ arE cartlv on flooaolalns ana
pro t e c ted b'l .I e'l e e S 0 r S 1 III D I v u 'I II 1 mOt' 0'1 eo' c han n e 1s.
t 1 • a.
lia t er)
By far toe ~reatast fraction of munlcicai water SUODl~ (or oarnestlc
1n tne 15lands as a wnole is sUPPlied from grounowater 50urces.
i~.a. Underqrouno even = ~mu
12.b. ~etland taro cultivation Has b~ no ~eans restrlCteO to the ccastil parts
Ot valle'v5.
13.a. I can't at the moment iind mv Pukui L Elbert "Place Names in ~a~ail" to
see whetner they attrIbute the name of Koloa the town to ~oloa the name of the
~arsh n~arbv. to koloa the ~UCk. fhe attrlbution may be re~sonBD)e. rlowever,
the town is some distance from the marsh. tne marsh is not a crater marsh. ana
the marsh is now a reserVOIr re~erred to a; Mal fa. not koloa. Is tne
descriotion Oi: the ducy. littoff as llke a larqe cloud based on d historic
report or speculat1ve?
13.b. The mongoose cannot be blamed ior reDuctlon of koloa oopulation on
~auai. The mongoose has nat been without influence on rat pooulations,
althouqh its influence has been prImarIlv on certain rat soecies. In an'l case
most of the discussion of the mongoose seems unrelated to the koloa.
J4.a. would douat tnat there ~ere koloa on iahoolawe. or that there were
koloa on Niihau unless the~ are there still.
15.a. The primar'l effect of a stream diversion would seem to me the
alteration of the (downstreaml discharge rate Inot "volume", and such effects
as those on water chemistr'l and temperature would seem to me secondary, ratner
than the other way arouno.
15.b. The siqniiicance of the i~Dact of a diversion would seem to ~e to deoend
more on the e~tent of the diversion than its altltude. Why would diversions
at lower altitudes characteristically result in lesser reductions of
downstream flow? Water is oermanently removed from a watershed by entireiv
natural processes. What 15 meant concerning the effect of interbas1n
transfers is prObably lessening of oownstream flow in the entire basls.
15.c. fhe process of constructing a channel may result in churning up
sediment. OtherWlse~ channnelization. at least with lined channels. results
in decreases ln erosion and sedimentation.
15.d. The oreater width of a channelized stream than an unchannelized one lS
true onl'l if the channel width is compared with the low-flow stream w1oth.
uurin9 floods~ if the channelization is successful~ the reverse is true. If a
channel were constructed with a U-shaped or V-shaDed bottom. the depth of
low-water flow in the channel, and hence the increase in water temperature~
might very well be greater than that of low-water flow o'ler bars 1n the
ori~inal stream.
is.e. Infiltration frDm streams orobablv reoresents cnlv a smail fraction Ot
total oroun~water recnarge. rlence an reouctlon of lniiltratlon Que to stream
cnallne.l lillinl,l is prooaiJJ,v or ';'Er'. siBal1 ccnseCluellce.
l~.t. It would oernaos oe oetter La deSC(10e tne lnflu~nce suen ~spects of
a~velcpment as pavement. roorlng. etc. as lncreasing surtace runoff at tne
expense of qroundwater recharge. In anv case there ~re a tew aspects of
development that shift the balance the other way. ego unlineu reservoIrs ana
artificial recharge structures. 1 thin~ It ouite auesti~naoje that flow
through !:.oi 1 vegetation "breaks dO~'ln man'·! pollutants". a1 thouoh soi 1s Ildve
dosorDtl~e ca03c1ties ~Dr some Dollulants.
i6.a. Does "carrioor alignment" refer to the alignment of a stream. the
alignment of a po"~r-transmission corri~or, or what? A powerh~use can t be
said to entrap fish! although tne intaKe ma~.
j' '
_ 0.0. See 1w.e.
16.c. "Earlv Immiqrant~ and 3ettler~d nere refers. 1 ~uopDse to early
oost-HaWdlian lmmi~rants. [t might be noted that the HawaiIans had pi~s!
thouqn the Polvneslan DIgS 5eero to nave oeen 5maller and less a~qres5lve than
the European variety. The import of cattle ShDUlc certalnly be noted. In
fact the cattle an~ the goats were lntroDucEd bv Coo~ or Vancouver betore toe
imlniorants.
17.a. How can "rock and vegetation effectively control flooding! when
combined ~ith ecoloqicallv sensitive stream realignment"? Vegetatlon on flood
plains may be effective in removing ~ediment from water. but not only the
ve9Etation in channels but the sediment deoosits the vegetatIon WQuld induc~
would reduce channel capacity and increase flooding proolems. See also
comment is.f.
17.0. 1 would conslder that careful planning lof hvdroDower deveJopmentj
remains as important as ever and is generally perceived as more important than
ever, but I don't see hOH it loglcallv remain more important than it has been.
Hawaii Stream Assessment
Hithout detailed checkinq! it seems to me the information in this section
is taken directly from the Stream Assessment oroject report. and r have not
taken the trouole to assure accuracv.
Incidentally. on the copy of the map of Kauai on the page headed!
originallY, Keuai--Hanalei: A Blue Ribbon Strea~! although it ~s annotated
"map will highlight in blue ink Hanalei" only the estuarine oortion of Hanalei
river is shown. Perhaps this is because the copy Has made from an original on
which the Hanalei River was printed in blue that did not reproQuce in the
cOP\,.
I \11:1d'Oloq ~ - ~"...:, -l", )...1 ; ..,
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WATER DEVELOPMENT FOR HAWAIIAN
SUGAR CANE IRRIGATION
DOAK C. COXl
INTRODUCTION
..i
'~'; .:t
. .1
..."'c.
Water development may be defined as including the artificial diversion, trans-
portation, and storage of water for man.'s uses. The nature of a system of water
development in any area is dependent upon the geology and hydrology of the
area, the nature of the uses for which the water is wanted, and the status of
technology. The Hawaiian Islands are semi-tropical, mid-oceanic, volcanic islands
in youthful to mature stages of erosional development (8). Implicit in this state-
ment is a complete, though general, description of both their geology and their
hydrology (9).
Geology
The mid-oceanic volcanoes are predominantly basaltic. Each of the major
Hawaiian Islands consists of one to five volcanic domes (5). (Figures 1 and 2)
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Figure 1. Topographic, bathymetric, and geologIc map of the HawaIIan Island..
1 Senior Geologist, Experiment Station, HSPA•
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Figure 2. The island of HawaII from the northeast. HawaII Is composed
of the domes of five volcanoes. Contrast the smooth slopes of Kilauea
and Mauna Loa, which are stili aellve, with the rugged topography of
Kaual shown In Figure 8. (Photograph of a relief model at the Unlvenity
of HawaII.)
Each dome is composed, in the largest part, of thousands of basaltic lava flows of
the kind that are still being erupted every few years by Mauna Loa and Kilauea.
These flows are highly porous and pervious, being filled with cracks, gas cavities,
lava tubes, and clinker beds. The lava erupts through fissures or rifts which gen-
erally follow well-defined axial or tri-axial zones of fundamental weakness in the
volcanic domes, as illustrated in Figure 3. When the eruptions end, the rifts be-
come plugged by lava and form steep sheet-like masses called dikes that are
composed of rock much more compact than the flows through which they cut.
(Figure 4) In places, offshoots from the dikes follow the bedding of the flows.
These are called sills.
Cent:rally on the volcano there may be developed collapse depressions, or
caldera, like Mokuaweoweo on Mauna Loa, which are repeatedly filled and re-
formed by new collapses. (Figure 5) The flows ponded in calderas are thicker and
more compact than those on the flanks of the volcanoes.
Figure 3. Lava Is flowing away to the left of the fissure from which
Mauna Loa erupted In 1949. (Offtclal photograph, U. S. Navy)
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Figure 4. A dike cutting thrn.bedded lava R:>ws, exposed in the
lower part of Waimea Valley, KauaL Note the much greater
paradty of Ih. lava Rows. Th. dIke Is about 2 fe.1 thick.
Figure 5. Makuaweawea caldera an the summit of Mauna Loa,
HawaII, with similar bUI smaller pit craten In the foreground. (U.
S. Army Air Force photograph)
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Figure 6. A bed of volcanic ash .everal feet thick, exposed In
Hanapepe Valley, Kaual.
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Figure 7. West Maul fram the north. Puu Koae, the consplcvous headland to
the right of center, Is a bulbous dome of trachyte. Thick trachyte and andesite
flows crop out In the sea diffs left of Puu Koae and make the smooth land
surfaces Inland. (U. S. Geological Survey photograph)
The cinder cones, formed by gas-induced fountaining at the erupti'\:e vents,
comprise a very small part of either the volume or the area of the whole volcanic
domes; but the finer material called ash may be scattered widely, and if accumu-
lated at one horizon from many eruptions before being buried by flows. it may
form extensive sheets of material less pervious than the flows. (Figure 6) l\launa
Loa and Kilauea are still actively engaged in building primitive basalt domes;
Lanai and West Molokai are similar domes, long inactive.
Other Hawaiian volcanoes represent domes which are basically and originally
similar, but which have added later complexities. Owing to differentiation of lavas
deep in the earth. there has come a stage in the development of several of the
Hawaiian volcanoes when the primitive basalt dome receives an overlay of flows
of more siliceous lava, called andesite, sometimes interbedded with flows of pic-
ritic basalt lava less siliceous than the primitive basalt. The andcsitic lavas,
especially, are more viscous than the primitive basalt lavas. The andesite flows
are consequently thicker and more massive, and they make a less pervious sheath
over the very pervious core of basalt flows. Mauna Kea, Kohala, and Hualalai
have such a sheath or veneer of andesite flows. If they ever had calderas, these
have been filled up and obliterated by the andesite flows. Hualalai and Kohala
have, in fact, erupted trachyte lavas even more siliceous and more viscous than
the andesites, making what are called bulbous domes at the vents and tremen-
dously thick flows, as shown in Figure 7.
The Niihau, Kauai, Waianae, East lVlolokai, Kahoolawe, West Maui, and
Haleakala volcanoes have also passed through an and<.'site or trachyte stage.
The frequency of eruptions is so great during the basalt stage that weather-
ing produces few soils except on the rapidly broken-down ash beds. Since the
frequency drops off in the andesite stage, soils may be formed and some valleys
carved. But toward the end of, or after, the andesite stage, there has come a
stage in the history of this last named group of volcanoes during which weathering
and erasion are uninterrupted and great valleys are carved, many of them origin-
ally much deeper than they are now. The Koolau volcano of Oahu has also passed
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Figure 8. The island of Kaual from the south. The rugged topography is the
result of erosion and foultlng of the original basalt dome. Post-erosional ftows
underlie most of the Roller topography In the foreground and at the right.
(Photograph of a relief model at the Unlvenlty of Hawaii)
through such an erosional stage, thouKh it was not previously veneered with
andesite. The effects of erosion have been !tuideu and heightened on some of the
volcanoes by faulting, that is, by actual displacement of parts of the domes.
The beginning of extensive erosion does not mark the end of volcanism, how-
ever, because on each of this group of volcanoes there have been sporadic post-
erosional eruptions, of very minor extent on the \Vaianae and Kahoolawe volcanoes,
but partially filling the deep valleys anu greatly extending the shores of Kauai
and the Koolau vokano of Oahu, and making well-known ('ones like Diamond
Head on Oahu and Kilohana on Kauai. (Figures 8 and 9) The post-erosional lavas
include basalts again and also rocks more deficient in silica. The porosity and
permeability of these late lavas are highly variable and, as a bulk, very much
lower than that of the original bas,'llts,' because the eroded nature of the topo-
graphy over which they were erupted created numerous situations where the flows
ponded, interbedded conglomerates resulted from the blocking of drainage by the
flows, and a high proportion of associated ash beds were formed .
Figure 9. Diamond Head, Honolulu, and the Kaalau Range of Oahu. The
Koalau Range Is an eroded basolt dome. Dlomond Head Is a post·eroslonol
cone. The fta! port of Honolulu, on the left of Diamond Head, Is built on a
coastol ploln.
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Figure 10. Diagrammatic crass sectlan of an Idealized HawaIIan volcanic dome showing geologic strvcture.
Concomitant with the erosion, there has, of course, been sedimentation, creat-
ing around the eroded vok-anoes coastal plains, composed of both alluvium brough t
down by the streams and of calcareous sediments consisting of coral reefs and
sand derived from the coral and shells. The coral reefs are highly pervious, but
the alluvium is, in general, much less pervious than the basalt lava flows. Owing
to glacial and other shifts of sea level, valleys cut at one time far below present
sea level have been first drowned and since filled with sediments, and former coral
reefs and beaches have heen stranded above the present shores.
The' geologic structure resulting from this typical history of a Hawaiian vol-
canic island is shown in Figure 10.
The ultimate fate of the major Hawaiian Islands will be erosional reduction
to shoals and coral atolls like the leeward islands of the Hawaiian Archipelago.
Rainfall
The fact that the Hawaiian Islands are still high, ranging up to nearly 14,000
feet elevation above sea level, is of great importance to their climatology (2).
The rainfall at sea, in the Hawaiian semi-tropic situation, is somewhere between
15 and 30 inches per year, perhaps enough to grow pineapple but certainly not
enough to support a sugar plantation of Hawaiian productivity. This sea rainfall
consists partly of frequent light showers from the trade winds, and partly of spor-
adic heavy falls d'uring storms. Like the winds themselves, the two types of rains
have seasonally variable frequencies, the light trade showers dominating in sum-
mer, the heavy rains dominating in winter.
The Hawaiian volcanoes are, fortunately, high enough to disturb significantly
the flow of a part of the layer of moisture-laden air associated with both types of
winds; the higher ones, in fact, penetrate the moist layer completely during trade
wind periods when the layer is only 6000 to 7000 feet thick. The winds are diverted
up and around the volcanoes, in the process cooling and losing their moisture-
holding- capacity and thus producing rain. During trade-wind weather, the high-
rainfall·areas on the ground beneath are belts at an altitude of about 3000 feet
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course, dominated by storm rains with a winter maximum and summer minimum,
as at Lahaina, Maui, for example. Even at moderately rainy windward stations,
such as Grove Farm, Kauai, or the Volcano Observatory, Hawaii, the storm rain-
fall, increased by the orographic effect, still dominates the trade·wind rain. Only
at high rainfall windward stations like Lupi, Maui, does the seasonal distribution
of trade showers show up reinforced as much as the storm rains by the orographic-
effect, whicb, because of fundamental irregularities in the typical trade and storm
RAIN FALL ON THE
SUGAR-PRODUCING HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
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As should be expected, the short-term variability of rainfall at such stations
is higher during the stormy winter season than during the summer season of
steady trades.
One more rainfall effect of local importance is that induced by monsoonal
circulation in areas leeward of the largest mountains. Icadin~ to maximum rain-
fall belts like that at Kona, Hawaii.
HYDROLOGY AND WATER DEVELOPMENT
Whether or not irrigation is necessary to supplement rainfall for sugar cane
culture depends not only on the annual rainfall rate but on the seasonal,·and
ionger term, variability in rainfall, combined with the temperature and with the
nature of the soil. Because there is some correlation between annual rainfall and
these other factors, it is customary to regard the minimum mean annual rainfall
for unirrigated cane growth as somewhere between 60 and 80 inches. These mean
annual rainfall limits include some allowance for annual rainfall variability. hut
during a dry year like 1953. areas with a mean rainfall of 60 inches lack sufficient
rain for satisfactory cane growth. The maximum mean annual rainfall on lands
in cane is 300 inches. In areas where the rainfall is so high, the growth is retarded
due to the lack of sunlight and the lower temperatures.
On lands with less than 60 inches of natural rainfall a year, cane culture re-
quires supplementation. It is the function of water development to make water
available to these areas at the proper times.
One method of supplementation is, of course, the production of artificial rain-
fall. This method is under intensive study, and while the potentialities are inviting,
considerable effort must still be devoted to fundamental research in cloud physics
before rain-making becomes practical.
Another method is the desalinization of ocean water. This is feasible, but even
with the latest processes, it is too expensive for irrigation purposes.
The only water practically available for irrigation is, therefore, the rainfall
collected either from aboveground watersheds or from underground aquifers.
Evapotranspiration
Rainfall is subject to evaporation and transpiration losses before it can be
developed. The estimates most often used for these losses are 30 inches per year
for transpiration, and 20 per cent for evaporation. Past experiments have sug-
gested that in .the hig-h-rainfall areas these estimates are much too high. hoth
evaporation and transpiration being- reduced in the hig-h-humidity. low-tempera-
ture, cloudy environments. Experimental work on evapotranspiration in Hawaiian
mountain areas is much needed for adequate evaluation of prescnt and potential
water supplies.
The water that escapes evapotranspiration is separated by the relative abili-
ties of the soil to shed it or to absorb and transmit it into two fractions: runoff,
which flows on or near the surface to streams; and infiltration, which sinks into
the rock. The relative proportions of infiltration and runoff vary tremendously
from place to place. On much of the island of Hawaii where there are fresh lava
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Figure 1S. The Wailuku River near Hila In flood. The low water flow it a minute
fraction af that photographed.
flows at the surface, there is no runoff, even with maximum rainfall. :'-10 perennial
streams reach the shore in 165 miles of Hawaii's 225-mile coastline, and not even
mappable intermittent 'streams reach the shore in most of that distance. In con-
trast,.the runoff from the Alakai Swamp on Kauai, which overlies massive, dense,
calde~a-filling flows, probably very greatly exceeds the infiltration.
Runoff
The runoff is the most direct source of surface stream water (1). Because its
path is so direct, however, it is in general the least useful. IV[ost Hawaiian streams
are notably flashy. (Figure 15) Bank storage in streams does to some extent
stabilize the flow of the streams. The longer and flatter the stream, the greater
the stabilizing effect. The longest stream channel in the Islands is one about 25
miles long on the east slope of Mauna Kea. I ts grade is so steep that after a rain,
most of the runoff in its watershed drains to the sea within a few hours, and the
last remnant sinks into the permeable ground, leaving the channel dry except
for spring flow in the lower section. Many more streams on all the steep flanks
of the volcanic domes are completely dry most of the time. The lower courses of
major streams on the deeply-eroded volcanoes are very flat. so that bank storage
per unit length is greater; but the length of these flat stretches is only a few miles
at the most, so that the total effects are again small. Forest vegetation in the high
rainfall areas retards runoff before it reaches the streams, a matter of importance
in controlling erosion, but only very flat swampy areas offer enough storage to
stabilize the runoff significantly.
The amount of time during which the discharge of various Hawaiian streams
equals or exceeds various percentages of the mean discharge of the streams is
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Figure 16. Duratlon.dllcllarge curve. for typicaillreami.
shown in Figure 16. (7) The duration-discharge relation for a typical' intermittent
stream on one of the volcanic flanks is estimated. The likelihood of the utilization
of such streams is so remote that they are not gau~ed. The flow of the Wailuku
River on Hawaii is dominated by surface runoff from a hi~h-rainfall area of com-
paratively little variability. The runoff is also supplemented by spring flow, hut
even so. it drops to a small fraction of the mean flow during much of the time.
The flow of Kawaikoi Stream on Kauai is entirely runoff. Its comparative stability
is the result of comparatively constant yearly rainfall and natural storage in the
Alakai Swamp. Most Hawaiian streams would be of small value without sprinf{
flow. whose origin will now be discussed.
Infiltration and Ground Water
In Reneral, the pervious rocks above sea level are unsaturated with water.
Water infiltratinR them finds its way nearly vertit-ally downward until it meetR
a saturated zone, some body where some of the ground water (4) (6) is prevented
or restricted by some rock structure or by salt water, as shown diagrammatically
in Figure 17. Ash. soil, or alluvium are commonly sufficiently impervious to re-
strict downward movement of water percolating through the lava flows with
which they are interbedded. resulting in the accumulation on them of what are
called perched bodies of water. Locally, massive sections of the lava perch im-
portant bodies of water. Sills, which are offshoots from dikes that follow the
bedding, may also perch water. The perching members, or impervious beds,
having once been at the ground surface, or having followed what was once the
surface, have slopes characteristic of the surface. and just as the rain water that
once fell on some of them concentrated in low channels and ran off in streams.
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Figure 17. Diagrammatic crall section of on Idealized HawaIIan volcanic dome showing
occurrence and development of ground water.
the water that percolates down to them concentrates in the same rock channels,
making underground streams. The velocities of the underground streams are
slower, however, because of the resistance of the rock, the thicknesses of the
water are greater compared. with the rates of flow, and the storage capacities.
therefore, are much greater than the flows.
Since this is so, the flows from these perched bodies are much more stable
than surface runoff. Where the perching members are entirely buried. the dis-
charge from the perched water occurs underground, by leakage through the perch-
ing member and by underground outflow past its edge. In either case, the water
generally enters unsaturated rocks ag-ain and percolates down to some deeper body
of ground water. Many perching members have, however, been exposed by ero-
sion, and the water perched on them seeps to the surface. forming springs like
that in Figure 18. It is these perched springs that provide the permanence of
Figure 18. A perched spring. the Ohla Spring, Maul. IU. S. Geological Survey
photograph)
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Figure 19. A dike spring, Waihee Spring, Oahu. The dike is on the right.IU. S.
Geological Survey photogrophl
Row of many Hawaiian streams, such as the Hanawai Stream on Maui, whose
duration-discharge curve is shown in Figure 16.
Perched springs do not generally have so uniform a flow as springs of another
class. The rift ?Ones of the volcanoes. as already discussed. arc filled with dikes,
making what is called a dike complex. in which the pervious lava-flow rock is
separated into a great number of compartments. The dikes in most dike com-
plexes arc sub-parallel, and intersect both horizontally and ver.til-ally. Water
inliltrating tu the dike complex is retained in these compartments, tilling them
until the dikes are overRowed either under~round or on the surface, or until the
pressure at leaks throu~h the dikes is so Rreat that the leakage balances the infil-
tralion. Where valleys have been eroded into the dike complexes of the older
volcanoes and have cut through dikes impounding water, springs have resulted,
whose stability of flow is very great because of the large amount of variable storage
in the dike compartments as compared with the flow through Ihem. (Figure 19)
FIgure 20. A basal spring at Kaupa, Maul, representing discharge from a
Ghyben.Herzberg lenl.
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The Waiahole Stream, whose duration-discharge curve is shown in Figure 16, is
fed by dike springs.
The underground leakage from perched water bodies and dike compartments,
and the infiltration from areas not underlain by perching members and dikes, per-
colate down nearly to sea level to accumulate there as bodies of fresh water float-
ing in the rocks on sea water. These are called Ghyben-Herzberg bodies after the
men who first discovered the nature of their occurrence. The density of fresh
water is about one-fortieth less than that of sea water. As a consequence, the
fresh-water bodies float with their lower surfaces, the contacts between fresh and
salt water, about 40 times as far below sea level as their upper surfaces, the water
tables, stand above sea level. Where the rock is pervious to the shoreline, the
outflows from these bodies form shoreline springs. (Figure 20) The water table
must slope seaward to induce the seaward flow, and the salt-fresh contact must
rise seaward at a rate 40 times as great. To compensate for the seaward decrease
in cross-sectional area, the slope must increase seaward, and the salt-fresh contact
must rise even more rapidly so that these basal bodies of fresh water have a
lenticular form. Where there are coastal plains underlain by sediments whose
permeability in bulk is very low compared with that of the bedrock lavas, the
normal seaward outlet is blocked off. The water must back up higher and deeper
in the bedrock until it can escape either in springs over the sedimentary cap or
in deep submarine springs under the sedimentary cap, or until the pressure on
leaks through the cap is sufficiently high to make the leakage balance the inflow.
The Waiawa Springs on Oahu, whose duration-discharge curve is shown in Figure
16, represent outflow from the Pearl Harbor basal lens at a point where the cap-
rock i~ low. On the Maui Isthmus, where there is no caprock, the head or altitude
of the' water table increases mountainward, so that at a point three miles from the
coast it amounts to about five feet, and the fresh water lens is about 200 feet
thick. In contrast, back of the caprock in Honolulu, there was an original head of
over 40 feet and an original thickness of over 1600 feet of fresh water. This 40-foot
head was, and even the present 20 or 2S-foot head is, higher than the surface of the
lower part of the coastal plain, so that artesian conditions exist under the Honolulu
coastal plain; that is, the pressure is sufficient to raise the water above the aquifer,
the water-bearing rocks and, in fact, above the surface of the ground. Such arte-
sian conditions are common wherever there are coastal plains around the margin I
of the deeply-eroded volcanoes.
The lower surface of a Ghyben-Herzberg lens is not actually a sharp contact
but, because of diffusion and mixing, a gradational zone.
There are modes of occurrence of ground water in Hawaii other than those
discussed; such as, water confined by unconformities, water impounded by stray
dikes and perched artesian water. The modes discussed are, however, the most
important.
Surface-Water Development
Water available for irrigation supplies may thus be found in both surface
streams and ground-water bodies. About 400 billion gallons of water are used i
annually for sugar cane irrigation, approximately half of which is surface water. I
Surface-water development can be successful only when combined with stor-
age, either natural or artificial, or both. The minimum artificial storage is required \
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reservain as large as this, which helds nearly a billian gallons,
require unusual geologic and topographic situations.
in developing streams of small variability, those fed by sprinlts representing- tht:
discharge of ground-water bodies with large storaKe, such as in dike compartments,
or those fed by swamps or springs with smaller storages but in areas of higher
and more uniform rainfall. The artificial storage required may be of two different
orders of magnitude. Because of manpower considerations, irri~ation is not ~en­
erally continuous, but is stopped at niJtht and over weekends. The most efficient
use of a constant supply of water requires small reservoirs in which water can he
stored for these periods, with a consequent increase in irriJtation rates when the
irrigation is actually practiced. This short-term storage is necessary \'lith any kind'
of development. Seasonal storaJte requires much larRer storage capacities. Stream
flow is seasonally variable, with the minima cominlt commonly just when the
rainfall is lowest and the irrigation demand is highest. 1\'linimum stream flows
are in this case the only useful ones unless seasonal storaRe can be provided.
Irrigation demands run in units of several million gallons per day. Seasonal storag-e
thus involves capacities of several hundred million gallol)s.
Because of the steepness of stream Rradients and the Itenerally high permeabil-
ity of the Rround, suitable reservoir sites, particularly large ones, are uncommon.
The two-billion-gallon Wahiawa Reservoir on Oahu is successful because it is in
a comparatively level valley which still reflects the flatteninlt of the Koolau Vol-
cano flows where they ponded against the Waianae volcano, and hecall5C the
rainfall is sufficiently hiKh to have induced deep weathering, while erosion has
not kept pace because of the flatness of the slope. The two-billion-gallon Koloa
reservoir on Kauai lies over a former swamp underlain by tight alluvium deposited
against a late lava flow. The one-billion-gallon Alexander reservoir on Kauai lies
in a natural basin formed by post-erosional cones and flows in a rainy and deeply-
weathered area. (Figure 21) Somewhat smaller reservoirs on McBryde and Lihue
plantations on Kauai have been constructed in deeply-weathered, ponded, post-
erosional lavas.
The stream diversions themselves, though g-enerally minor parts of the whole
surface-water development so far as expense is concerned, can be tricky because
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they must bypass freshets in such a way that the intakes are kept as clear as
possible of gravel, and as much as possible of the low flow of the streams is
retained. (Figure 22)
The transportation involYed in surface development should be considered in
two parts, one horizontal, one vertical. The natural tendency of water to move I
downward, whether on the surface or underground, puts a premium on water de-
v~lopment at high levels, which obviates the necessity for pumpinl{. Surface-water
development is usually high-level developmcnt, the height reprcsenting a balance
between the increase in length of horizontal transportation required with added
elevation, the reduction in stream flow with added elevation, and the premium for
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added elevation of delivery. On one hand, the Kokee ditch of Kckaha"Sugar Com-
panyon Kauai picks up water at an altitude of 3000 feet and more, and delivers it
to cane fields at as much as 2500 feet altitude. On the other hand, McBryde Sugar
Company, also on Kauai, pumps Hanapepe river water from almost sea level to
375 feet altitude; and basal springs, representing leakage from Ghyben-Herzberg
lenses, are pumped for irrigation by Kahuku and Oahu Sugar Company.
The longest ditch system is that of East Maui that bring'S water 30 miles
around Haleakala from the wet northeast side to the H C & S plantation on the
west side. (Figure 23) The system includes several ditches with a combined capac-
ity of 350 million gallons per day. Much of this system, as well as other so-called
ditch systems, is actually a series of tunnels which, besides shortening the route
in rough country, reduces some of the difficulties caused by landslides. (Figure 24)
The longest transportation tunnel, the Waiahole tunnel, three miles long, brings
water through the Koolau Range from the north side for irrigation of Oahu Sug-ar
Company's fields. In areas of post-erosional volcanoes and other tight rocks, lining
of ditches and tunnels is not required. In flank flows, however, lining is essential
to reduce leakag-e. Flumes and siphons are also used. Pipelincs arc necessary, of
course, to transport pumped water. The major surface water developmcnts arc
shown with major streams in Figure 25.
Ground.Water Development
As already shown, ground-water discharge is important even in most surface-
water development. It can be made more important by artificial development, as
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figure 25. Map showing surface-water luppllel an the lugar-producing Hawaiian Island..
indicated diagrammatically in Figure 17. For example, perched water, naturally
leaking underground or discharging to the surface at too Iowa level to be included
in a given ditch system, can be recovered artificially by tunnelling along the upper
surface of the perching member and tapping the underground streams flowing in
underground valleys in a manner quite analogous to the diversion of surface
streams in surface valleys. (Figure 26) If the perching member is leaky, it should
be possible to recover more water by tunnel t1evelopmcn t than originally appeared
in springs. Actual expericnce, where measurements are adequate, suggests that
more often than not, the total flow is not greatly ilH"reaseti. Development of
perched water cannot usually add to storage or stability of flow. The advantages
192
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Figure 26. Block diagram iIIultrating the
manner In which tunnell tap perched water
from burled alh bed..
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Ground-water bodies in dike complexes can also be developed artificially by
tunnelling. (Figure 2i) Tunnels, penetrating dikes below the level of original dike
springs, drain down the dike compartments, resulting in the release from storage
of very great quantities of water. The drainage may persist for years after the
tunnels are completed. If the dikes are leaky, the final stable flow recovered by
tunnels should be greater than the original spring flows by the amount of reduction
in leakage brought about by lower pressures resulting from the lowered water
tables. Again, however, experience with the few dike tunnels where there have
been adequate measurements of spring flow before and after tunnellin~, is that the
developed flow is little or no greatcr than thc original spring lIow. This docs not
indicate a total failure of tunnclling. On the contrary, it indicates a tightness of
the dikes that can be capitalized on by the construction of bulkheads, which seal
the dikes again and recreate underground reservoirs of much greater tightness
than any available on thc surface. (Figure 28) Such reservoirs can be drawn on
when watcr is required, and be allowed to fill by natural recharge when water is
not required. Dike compartments may also be developed by drilling wells. In this
case, the natural storage is utilized to the utmost, but pumping is required to get
the water to the surface.
The flows of perched-water tunnels are usually small; few exceed a million
gallons per day, though some arc several thousand feet long. The flows of dike
tunnels commonly run to several million gallons per day. The longest dike tunnel,
that in lao Valley on Maui, is nearly 5000 feet long. Existing dike tunnels are all
remote from plantation areas, because the dike complexes arc never exposed except
by the deep erosion that produces rugged terrain unsuitable for agri~ulture. The
perched-water bodies of largest flow are also remote from irriRated areas, because
they occur in hilth rainfall areas. But dcvelopments of these types of water share
the advantage of high level. Together with high-level stream diversion, they offer
the opportunity of getting water to high areas of cane without the necessity of
pumping.
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Figure 29. An arte.ian well at Kaunalewa. Kaual. Waler from thi.
and ather artelian weill callectl In a lump fram which II il pumped
for irrigation. Pump luctians may 0110 be connected directly to well
calingl.
Basal-water development, that is, development from the Ghyben-Herzberg
lenses, has the advantage of supplying large quantities of water in plantation
areas. In the lowest cane lands on coastal plains underlain by artesian sections
of the Ghyben-Herzberg lenses, wells may be drilled that will flow without pump-
ing. (Figure 29) Most basal water must, however, be pumped for delivery to the
cane fields. ~Vater in the thick basal lenses, confined by setlimentary caps, can
be developed by vertical wells drilled with the time-honored churn drill, or by
the newer rotary drill. Depending on the permeability, the drawdown created,
and their size and depth, such wells may yield anything up to five million gallons
per day. When drilled at low altitudes, several may be manifolded for draft with
a single pump. At higher altitudes, they must be either equipped with indivitlual
deep well pumps, or manifoldcd in a pit or tunnel and pumped from a pumproom
not far above the water table. Yields up to 15 or 20 million gallons per day have
been procured from batteries of drilled wells. The deepest wells for cane irrigation
will probably be at Lawai, Kauai, where wells will shortly be started from 450
feet altitude, will meet the water table at about 60 feet altitude, and will probably
be carried to a total depth of 750 feet, 300 feet below sea level. Some old wells
still used for irrigation extend 700 feet below sea level. Deeper ones once existed,
but they became salty when the storage in the lens was rctluced and the zone
of salt mixture rose. .
Vertical drilled wells have limited utility in the thin, unconfined, Ghyben-
Herzberg lcnses because they penetrate to brackish or salt water before their
capacity can be very high. For draft of water from such lenses, the Maui-type
well was developed. (Figure 30) This is essentially a tunnel skimming off the
freshest part of the water in the lens with a sump and pumproom connected with
the surfacei'by a pit or shaft as shown in Figure 31. Vertical shafts are generally
most economical, but there is so often an advantage in having the shaft reach
some permeable zone which involves a horizontal as well as a vertical component,
that 30° inclines are very common. The deepest Maui-type shaft is the 550-foot
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Kekaha shaft of the Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company. Depending on
the capacity required, the permissible drawdown, and the permeability, tunnel
lengths may range from mere stubs to several thousand feet. All but the shorter
systems generally consist of more than one tunnel. Capacities range up to the 40
million gallons per day capacity of He & S pump 7, which. by the way. has less
than 600 feet of tunnel. The tunnels may be driven at the water table or as much
as 30 feet below it. The greater depths have the advantage of perll1itting a higher
drawdown and greater yield per unit length where the thickness of the lens
is sufficient to permit it. Their construction requires auxiliary pumping for
dewatering.
The Ghyben-Herzberg lenses have very large storage capacities, so that no
surface seasonal storage facilities are required in conjunction with their develop-
ment. They are pumped when the water is required, and permitted to ~echarge
when the water is not required. Even short-term storage is sometimes omitted.
Flllure 31. BIocIc diagram af the Hanakowal well, Maul, a typical Maul.type welL
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Flgur. 32. Mop showing ground-wot.r SIIppU., on the lugar-producing Hawaiian blandl.
The major wells are shown in relation to general ground-water conditions in
Figure 32.
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Artificial Recharge
The water of lowest value in or on the ground is freshet surface water because
possibilities of surface storage are limited. The highest storage capacities are in
natural ground-water reservoirs. The artificial introduction of surface water into
the ground-water reservoirs has thus a high potential value. To some extent, such
artificial recharge has already been practiced. For many years, when it was not
being pumped for irrigation, Hanapepe river water on Kauai has been run into
Maui-type wells in the valley. For a couple of years, water from the East Maui
ditch country has been transported to the IVlaui Isthmus, even when not needed
for irrigation, for release at points from which it can percolate to the basal lens.
Artificial recharge is certain to find wider utility in the future.
SUMMARY
To summarize, there is a wide geographic variation in rainfall in Hawaii. Some
areas otherwise suitable for agriculture are too wet and have too little sunlight
for economical cane growth. Others, somewhat drier and sunnier, have sufficient
rainfall for cane growth. The best areas, so far as sunlight is concerned, have too
little rain for cane growth. It is one of the functions of water development to
transport wa~;··for irrigation from areas of surplus to areas of deficiency. This
may involve-~rtherdiversion of surface or ground water in or close to areas of
hiRh rainf~~la:..!!.~ .a comparatively long path of artificial transportation, or the
utilization of ground-water movemr::lt' .;.~ the transportation, with diver-
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l, sion in the plantation areas. A second function is the storage of water so that de-liveries may be uniform or, preferably, may be variable inversely with the rainfall
variation. A part or all of this storage may be provided naturally by ground-water
bodies or swamps. It may be supplemented artificially by surface stora):,te or by
artificial recharge of ground-water bodies.
In no lands of the earth are areas of sueh diveq~ent climate placed in closer
juxtaposition than in Hawaii, and in no land even remotely similar has a more
highly developed technology of water development been evolved.
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